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ENHANCED DEEPQA IN A MEDICAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The invention generally relates to automated crowd 
Sourcing enhancements to deep question-answer architecture 
systems, including combinations of Natural Language Pro 
cessing, Information Retrieval, Knowledge Representation 
and Reasoning, and Machine Learning technologies, and the 
field of open-domain question answering. The invention more 
particularly relates to Such crowd sourcing enhancements in 
the fields of medicine and health care. 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

0002 International Business Machines Corporation 
(IBM) has published details of computing methods and tech 
nologies that are able to assist humans with certain types of 
semantic query and search operations, such as the type of 
natural question-and-answer paradigm of a medical environ 
ment. IBM researchers scientists have been working on Deep 
Question-Answering (DeepQA) methods that are able to 
understand complex questions posed (and input) in natural 
language, and are able to answer the question with enough 
precision, confidence, and speed to augment human handling 
of the same questions within a given environment. Such as a 
medical inquiry and diagnostic paradigm where time-to-an 
Swer is of the essence. 

0003 DeepQA is an application of advanced Natural Lan 
guage Processing, Information Retrieval, Knowledge Repre 
sentation and Reasoning, and Machine Learning technolo 
gies to the field of open-domain question answering, all 
executing on a suitable computing platform. Such methods of 
hypothesis generation, evidence gathering, analysis, and 
scoring may be effectively executed by a wide range of com 
puting platforms. 
0004 Similarly, IBM has also published computing meth 
ods which combine semantic elements with information 
search elements to form Unstructured Information Manage 
ment Architecture (UIMA), which is now maintained as an 
open source project by the Apache organization. 
0005. Whereas ample information is available in the pub 

lic domain regarding DeepOA and UIMA, the present disclo 
Sure presumes those ordinarily skilled in the art may access 
and apply that information to realized embodiments of the 
following invention. 
0006. There is a need in the art to provide information to 
medical professionals based upon clues, facts, and unan 
Swered questions in order to assist in proper diagnoses by 
those professionals in a timely manner. The increasing num 
ber of known diseases, syndromes, drug side effects, drug 
interactions and possibly rapid spread of contagions as a 
result of rapid movement of people and cargo throughout the 
world has created mass volumes of information which may be 
unwieldy to utilize when there is time pressure to make a 
medical decision. 

0007 While only a qualified medical professional may 
make an actual diagnosis using human judgment and intu 
ition, timely and cost effective research tools are needed to 
assist these medical professionals as accurately and quickly 
as possible. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. A DeepOA engine is enhanced to provide a digital 
medical investigation tool which assists a medical profes 
sional in researching potential causes of a set of patient con 
ditions, including clues, facts and factoids about the patient. 
The DeepQA engine provides one or more answers to a 
natural language question with confidence levels for each 
answer. If a confidence level falls below a threshold the 
enhanced DeepOA engine automatically performs a crowd 
Sourcing operation to gather additional information from one 
or more domain experts. The domain expert responses are 
provided to the medical professional in an automatic fashion, 
and are learned by the enhanced DeepQA system to provide 
for better research of similar patient conditions in future 
queries. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0009. The description set forth herein is illustrated by the 
several drawings. 
0010 FIG. 1 shows the functional relationship between 
the crowdsourcer enhancement, a confidence level filter, and 
the Deep QA system. 
0011 FIG. 2 illustrates more details of the generalized 
functional relationship of FIG. 1 including new functional 
components to determine and Supplement information which 
is likely missing from the original question or clue. 
0012 FIG.3 depicts more details of the generalized func 
tional relationship of FIG. 1 including new functional com 
ponents to consult Subject matter experts in order to further 
raise the confidence level of potential answers by supple 
menting the answer, enhancing the question, or both. 
0013 FIG. 4 sets forth a generalized perspective of com 
mon components of a computing platform, including one or 
more microprocessors and specialized circuitry for tangible, 
computer-readable memory devices and communications 
interfaces, as well as one or more Software programs executed 
by the microprocessor(s). 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF 
EMBODIMENT(S) OF THE INVENTION 

0014. The inventors of the present and related inventions 
have recognized and anticipated problems not yet recognized 
by those skilled in the relevant arts. The inventors have real 
ized that the paradigm presented by medical and health care 
industries to quickly find and evaluate possible medical con 
ditions based on questions, clues, facts and factoids about a 
particular patient's condition(s) or group of patients condi 
tions is not well satisfied by traditional web search engines. 
When presented with a new set of health conditions about a 
patient, for example, such as the patient’s age, known health 
issues, vital signs, complaints, etc., all of which are 'clues, 
facts and factoids' to a problem to be solved, the doctor or 
health care professional must deduce what the problem is—e. 
g., what one or more medical causes may be to blame for the 
patient’s condition. When the health care professional uses a 
web search engine to retrieve information using key words, he 
or she may receive thousands of return documents, relevancy 
ranked, which may or may not contain reliable information. 
Further, the healthcare professional must dig into those docu 
ments to determine better key words to use in a revised search, 
and to actually infer a possible root cause of the patients 
condition (e.g. diagnose the patient). The present inventors 
have realized that DeepOA computing techniques, coupled 
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with crowd sourcing of domain experts on demand, can 
greatly benefit such a health care professional in this infor 
mation research effort, thereby allowing the health care pro 
fessional to more quickly diagnose the patient based upon a 
greater amount of information and data. 
00.15 Embodiments according to the present invention 
provide an enhancement to deep question-answer (DeepOA) 
information handling computing systems, i.e., those comput 
ing systems which answer natural language questions by 
querying data repositories and applying elements of language 
processing, information retrieval, and machine learning to 
arrive at a conclusion. 
0016. More particularly, embodiments according to this 
invention provide information researching tools for enhanc 
ing Such responses, including the use of queries to human 
experts under various circumstances (e.g. expert crowd 
Sourcing), so that the presented answer or answers have 
higher value, accuracy, and trustworthiness than answers 
which may be produced by a simple repository query Such as 
a web search engine alone. These enhancements are accom 
plished using components which are automatically triggered 
based on criteria, which will be described in more detail in the 
following paragraphs. 
0017 Disclosed is a method for enhancing DeepQA (deep 
question and answering) processing methods by automati 
cally triggering expert crowd-sourcing when a confidence 
level associated with an answer is below a threshold. In this 
manner, an inquiring user is more likely to obtain valuable, 
reliable, and trustworthy information for performing a task 
Such as diagnosing a medical patient. Various conditions exist 
around Such crowd-sourcing decisions, which are also 
included in details below. 

0018 For the purposes of this disclosure, “diagnosis' will 
refer to an action performed by a suitably-qualified medical 
professional person, not by a computer. Embodiments of the 
present invention provide quicker and more thorough 
research to Suitably-qualified medical professional persons in 
response to the inquiring user's natural language inputs of 
questions, clues, facts and factoids. The inquiring person may 
be the Suitably-qualified medical professional person, or may 
be an assistant, such as a nurse or Emergency Medical Tech 
nician. The results of the DeepOA process are not, in and of 
themselves, an diagnosis of a medical condition, per se, but 
instead are relevant information resources for a human to 
make such a diagnosis. 
0019. Also for the purposes of this disclosure, the terms 
'clue”, “fact” and “factoid' shall mean a bit of information 
available which may or may not be relevant to the actual 
root-cause of the medical condition which will eventually be 
diagnosed by the medical professional. For example, an unre 
sponsive patient is presented at an emergency room. Facts 
would include bits of information that are measurable and 
Verifiable. Such as the patient's temperature, blood pressure, 
age, gender, pupil responsiveness, skin pallor, and known 
medical conditions (diabetes, stroke, epilepsy, cancer, etc.). 
Factoids would include information items which may or may 
not be relevant or true, but must be considered with some 
weight in the diagnosing process. Such as the patient might 
have been Stung by a bee during a visit to a farm earlier in the 
day, and might be allergic to bee stings, but none of this is 
known for sure. Clues would include other information items 
that might be useful in narrowing possible diagnoses, such as 
it is known that influenza is spreading at the present time in 
the general area, or that the patient recently started taking a 
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new prescription drug. These clues, facts and factoids may be 
collected from a number of sources, such as EMTs, nurses, 
relatives, co-workers, police officers, news organizations, 
epidemiology centers, poison centers, etc. These general cat 
egories of information are intended to refer to diagnostic 
observations and data collections, such as those described in 
International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, 
Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) promulgated in the 
United States by the Centers for Disease Control and Preven 
tion (CDC). The ICD-9-CM refers to many patient conditions 
as “probable.” “suspected.” “likely.” “questionable.” “pos 
sible, or “rule out'. In other countries and jurisdictions, other 
codes and terms may be used, so the terms facts, factoids and 
clues are used to refer to information in all of these contexts 
and standardization paradigms. For the purposes of this dis 
closure, any information which may be relevant to affirmative 
decision making in determining possible causes, explana 
tions, Solutions or answers to the posed question, or for elimi 
nation of possible causes, explanations, solutions or answers 
to the posed question will be referred to as facts, factoids or 
clues. 
0020. Also for the purposes of the present disclosure, an 
“induiring user” will refer to human user who is using or 
operating the embodiment of the invention to perform the 
research necessary to enhance a medical professional’s abil 
ity to quickly and accurately diagnose the patient. An "expert 
user' will refer to a domain expert who may be contacted via 
an embodiment of the invention to obtain ideas, suggestions, 
information, data or recommendations, such as a radiologist, 
poison control specialist, hematologist, endocrinologist, etc. 
0021. Further, for the purposes of this disclosure, “missing 
information' will refer to clues, facts, and factoids which are 
not presently provided to the invention but which have been 
typically been included with previous similar requests. 
“Supplemental information' or “additional information' will 
refer to clues, facts, and factoids which the initial research (or 
a previous pass of research) indicates would be pivotal or 
useful in distinguishing one line of inquiry from another line 
of inquiry in the research. 
0022 FIG. 1 illustrates an example in the medical and 
healthcare domain, consider application of Such DeepOA 
technologies as a “Digital Medical Investigator (DMI) to 
show how higher confidence answers may be derived using 
this technique. An inquiring user (e.g. a doctor, physician, 
patient, nurse, EMT or third party) through a first user inter 
face (110) may ask a question in natural language, not 
expressed in a specialized query syntax, of the computing 
system containing the words “multiplesclerosis.” “fever,” and 
“skin rash', such as: 

0023 “what might cause a 52-year old male with mul 
tiple sclerosis to have a fever and skin rash? 

(0024. Next, the DMI's DeepQA (101) process, after per 
forming its logical processes for search and analysis, Sug 
gests one or more possible answers with confidences for each 
answer, based upon a combination of several of the following 
elements, as shown in FIG. 1: 
0025 (a) An analysis of information in databases (102); 
0026 (b) A crowd-sourcing element (105), extending 
upon the DeepOA capabilities, which is automatically trig 
gered when one or more diagnoses (e.g. answer) confi 
dence level is low (104); 

0027 (c) An analysis of past inquiring user queries, along 
with an inquiring user profile that specifies information 
about the inquiring user; 
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0028 (d) An analysis of word combinations used for simi 
lar inquiring users (not shown); 

0029 (e) optionally, a learning step in which an analysis of 
prior diagnosis including a feedback loop from the inquir 
ing user indicating if the answer was considered to have 
been "correct': and 

0030 (f) an expert user rating system and analysis of the 
feedback loop in (e) that could be incorporated into already 
existing auto-tuning technologies already realized in 
DeepOA systems. 

0031. Note that in (e), for example, after supplying an 
answer, potentially tagged as “low confidence', the inquiring 
user may indicate the correct answer if the DMI-supplied 
response was found to be incorrect. The inventors note this 
tagging itself can have a confidence level associated with it. 
For example, a physician may be certain with “very high” or 
simply “high confidence that an answer is either correct or 
incorrect, and thus this degree of confidence can be used to 
weigh such kinds of feedback. 
0032 Methods to increase response confidence level by 
querying the Subject on missing information or by obtaining 
material about the Subject. In one optional functional feature 
(205) of embodiments according to the present invention 
illustrated in FIG. 2, the DMI (200) may make use of a patient 
profile (202), stored by a computing device, which specifies 
various patient attributes including comprehensive medical 
records, or some Subset of attributes such as previous diag 
noses and disease state (e.g. advanced VS. mild), user nation 
ality, language, or occupation, and other Such patient-specific 
information. This profile may be queried to aid the system in 
providing a relevant and/or higher-confidence answer. 
0033. Using this information, the DMI system may help 
the inquiring user frame his or her natural language questions 
to optimize the value or accuracy of the returned answer by 
providing hints or Suggestions to the inquiring user for addi 
tional information via the user interface (110). Optionally, the 
DMI may prompt the inquiring user for key missing data, 
Such as the list of vital signs was missing the patient’s blood 
pressure and with this reading, confidence levels could 
increase from 30% to 60%. This value may be requested 
accordingly. Note that the DMI system may learn what infor 
mation to prompt for based on past histories (203). According 
to the present enhancement to DeepQA systems and methods, 
the existing DeepQA systems also determine definitively why 
the confidence score is low. Embodiments of the present 
enhancement will use the known factors causing low confi 
dence to optionally trigger patient response method, crowd 
Sourcing, or both, so as to increase the confidence level. The 
system may know, for example, that the combination of 3 
missing pieces of information related to (health history 20%, 
current blood pressure 15%, and perhaps genetic lineage 
10%) may increase the confidence level by 45%. In this 
scenario it would be advantageous to first ask the questions 
that will affect the confidence levels the most. 
0034) For example, if 99% of the time, a inquiring user 
Supplied a blood pressure vital sign value when performing a 
query about strokes, the DMI system may suggest this fact be 
Supplied when another inquiring user performs a query about 
a possible stroke. 
0035. This may result in one or both of (a) a natural lan 
guage question with Supplemental information being Submit 
ted from the first user interface (11) to the DeepQA engine 
(101), and (b) directly from the information enhancer (205) to 
the DeepOA engine (101). 
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0036 Method to increase response confidence level by 
querying Subject matter expert users. According to another 
available functional feature of enhanced embodiments of the 
DMI as shown (300) in FIG.3, for instances where sufficient 
time is available to complete an analysis, but Sufficient infor 
mation is not available for the analysis to reach a criterion 
confidence threshold, an active learning component (305) is 
triggered which Summarizes the situation and context and 
distributes this information electronically to a pre-configured 
set of expert users, such as domain expertise advisors (medi 
cal specialists, drug interaction specialists, pharmacists, etc.), 
family-members, and caregivers (302). Contact and interface 
to these domain expert users may be through a second user 
interface Such as an email system, a short message text (SMS) 
texting system, a web portal, a voice response unit, a Voice 
messaging system, and an auto-dialer for Voice telephone 
calls. Their responses are then incorporated (303) into the 
DMI systems analysis data for future use, such as by modi 
fying the answers and confidence factors and re-evaluating 
(104) them against the confidence threshold, or Submitting an 
enhanced clue or question to the DeepOA engine (101) incor 
porating additional information gathered from the Subject 
matter experts, or a combination of both. 
0037 Method to delay a response until a confidence level 
threshold is achieved. Confidence values, for example, may 
grow as crowd-sourcing is performed, and during this time 
may approach Some threshold. At this point, the action-tak 
ing component is allowed to take action and prompt the user, 
provide a response to the user, or a combination of both. Note 
that the confidence level can be indicated, e.g. by a visual 
indicator, audio indicator, textual change, speech change, e.g. 
louder if more confident or switching to a different voice 
when more confident. This delay can be visualized by tracing 
the various feedback paths shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, which 
lead back into the DeepQA engine or back to the threshold 
filter. 
0038 Logical Processes. Logical processes according to 
the present invention can be seen from the foregoing diagrams 
and descriptions. For greater understanding of the logical 
processes, and optional embodiment features, the follow 
paragraphs provide both general and more detailed descrip 
tions of the various components of embodiments of the inven 
tion. 
0039) Regarding the particular application of methods of 
the invention to the medical and healthcare fields, generally 
speaking, embodiments will include a first phase Such as: 

0040 1. Inputs are made by an inquiring user to the 
DMI system concerning potential causes of medical 
symptoms and conditions of a patient, where the symp 
toms and conditions may include clues, facts and fac 
toids as available to the inquiring user. 

0041 2. The DMI system analyzes the inputs (textual or 
otherwise) and attempts to provide one or more useful 
answers, optionally with a confidence factor for each 
answer, via established DeepOA techniques. 

0042. 3. If a confidence level of an answer is below a 
threshold, the DMI system may perform one or more of 
the following steps: 
0043 a. Trigger expert-user crowd-sourcing as 
described in the foregoing paragraphs. 

0044) b. Prompt the inquiring user through additional 
question(s) to obtain missing information, Supple 
mental information, or both, in order to increase the 
confidence of an answer, wherein the prompts for 
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missing or Supplemental information are determined 
from an analysis of past inquiring user queries. 

0045 c. Analyze the patients responses for indica 
tions of “confidence' (i.e. customary biometric tech 
niques) to detect variations in stress levels, e.g. if the 
patient’s voice and/or heart rate indicate an exaggera 
tion/inaccuracy with respect to “true’ information, 
that element could be scaled down (weighted less) in 
comparison to other described symptoms. 

0046 d. When confidence is above a threshold, the 
DMI system conveys the answer (diagnosis) to the 
inquiring user. 

0047 A second phase may be conducted using a machine 
learning mechanism to perform a pervasive confidence esti 
mate. The DMI system ultimately produces a ranked list of 
answers (i.e. of possible responses to provide the user), each 
with a confidence value (to decide whether or not to "risk” 
making a response in a particular situation) and associated 
with a collection of Supporting evidence. If the confidence 
value is above a threshold, then the system conveys the 
answer to the user. An Unstructured Information Manage 
ment Architecture (UIMA) may be used to facilitate the Natu 
ral Language Processing (NLP). 
0048 Also in the second phase, the inquiring user could 
specify the desired confidence level, and additionally, provide 
the price that he or she is willing to pay for an answer with that 
level of confidence. More generally, this specification of price 
and confidence level could be continuous or tiered. 
0049 Regarding crowdsourcing in a third phase, the DMI 
system identifies eligible expert users (e.g., members of the 
crowd) with respect to the inquiring user's question. The 
DMI system ranks the expert users in the crowd in order of the 
probable magnitude of each of the expert user's contributed 
answer towards increasing the confidence level of the DMI 
systems answer. The ranking may be determined by analyZ 
ing the quality of past contributions from each expert user on 
similar questions or by analyzing the feedback ranking of 
prior expert user contributions derived from specific crowd 
Sourced Subject matter expert users. 
0050 Also, in the third phase, the crowdsourcing element 
may implement a process for setting the price for Solicited 
information, as well as setting a start time and deadline for 
Soliciting and receiving information, respectively, from 
ranked experts. After the deadline is reached, the price could 
be adjusted and the deadline extended, or the offer could be 
withdrawn. These decisions could be based on the informa 
tion collected during the crowd-sourcing effort, or through 
other efforts. They could also be based on the desired confi 
dence level and the price the user is willing to pay for a given 
confidence level—see elaboration of the fourth phase, below. 
The effect of implementing this process is that it could 
improve the efficiency (i.e., cost and speed to reach certain 
confidence level) with which information is collected from 
ranked experts. 
0051. The precise embodiment and logical flow of 
embodiments of this invention may be described in several 
ways. Another set of sample steps may be outlined below: 
0052 (1) DeepQA system is queried with natural lan 
guage problem statement, per the publicly disclosed DeepOA 
methods. 
0053 (2) DeepOA system returns tentative set of possible 
answers, per the publicly disclosed DeepOA methods. 
0054 (3) In novel enhancements, if the answer(s) fall 
below a certain confidence level, which may be statically or 
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dynamically determined, then query is made to the inquiring 
user, and optionally to one or more expert users: 

0.055 Tentative answers may or may not be presented to 
question initiator at this time. A holding time may be set 
by the user or third-party. For example, the user may say 
that he/she is willing to wait 3 minutes for an answer, in 
order to reach a higher confidence level. During this 
time, the user does not need to have a response. 

0056 Query may be made using a variety of selection 
techniques, including: 
0057 i. using a general predetermined and prepopu 
lated list; 

0.058 ii. using dynamically discovered or predeter 
mined known experts in germane fields, e.g., authors 
of papers or holders of patents; 

0059 iii. consulting persons with known circum 
stances similar to that of question initiator, e.g., via 
medical diagnoses, occupation, or expertise; 

0060 iv. consulting persons with known circum 
stances similar to that indicated by tentative 
responses, e.g., medical diagnoses, occupation, or 
expertise. 

0061 (4) Answers may be determined back to question 
initiator in a variety of ways, including one or more of the 
following: 

0062) i. providing to the inquiring user full text of 
responses; 

0.063 ii. providing to the inquiring user the originally 
derived responses, augmented by relevant text from 
human respondents; 

0064 iii. providing to the inquiring user only the aug 
mented answers, where Voting by the expert users could 
be integrated into the system-derived response, along 
with a new confidence level to be presented to the ques 
tion initiator. 

0065. Please note that in the foregoing paragraphs, where 
“consult with certain expert users is stated, it is meant that 
messages, such as text messages, emails, or automated Voice 
response calls, are initiated to technological devices known to 
be associated with the users for consultation, such as their 
telephones, their computers, their messaging client devices 
and accounts (e.g. Instant Messenger, TwitterTM), their elec 
tronic mail accounts, their personal Social accounts (Face 
BookTM, Google+TM), and their professional social accounts 
(e.g. LinkedInTM, SpokeTM). Please also note that references 
to providing the user (e.g. the questioner) with information or 
gathering information from an expert user also is meant that 
messages, screens, prompts, dialogs, audible messages, indi 
cators, icons, and other means of user interface technology 
may be employed on the user interface portions (display, 
screen, keyboard, pointer, etc.) of the same types of devices 
(telephones, email accounts and devices, messaging client 
accounts and devices, Social accounts, etc.). 
0066. The inquiring user may, in some embodiments, 
obtain a report as to how the response was determined. The 
report may be simple, Such as indicators regarding databases 
used, crowd-sourcing used, possible remuneration for Such 
use, etc. Optionally, the report may contain more information. 
0067 System and method to dispense time-variable drug 
prescriptions. The aforementioned DeepOA system may 
have an optional element that is tailored to the needs of drug 
prescribers and patients who require drugs. More particularly, 
this component involves a drug prescription that can change 
over time, even after it has been dispensed to the patient. The 
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following is an example based on the scenario above where 
the DMI system makes an initial assessment with help from 
the existing DeepOA engine. However, assume that in this 
example, two hours after the initial answer from the DMI 
system the DeepOA continues after analyzing the additional 
data from crowd sourcing, Scanning additional data sources 
and other doctors, domain experts (family members, caregiv 
ers), and the system updates its recommendation. The doctor 
sees the updated recommendation or research results and 
needs to change the prescription for the patient who has 
already left the office. In today’s world, the physician cannot 
change the prescription even if the patient hasn’t filled the 
prescription at the pharmacy yet without calling the pharmacy 
directly. 
0068. This new method involves placing a bar code or 
UNID on each prescription associated with a centralized pre 
scription data repository. When the pharmacist goes to fill the 
prescription, they enter in or scan the prescription's code, the 
DMI system queries the repository for the latest prescription, 
and the modified or updated prescription is filled, not the 
original one. 
0069. Appropriate security elements are preferably pro 
vided so to respect patient privacy or misuse of the system. 
Moreover, optionally, this invention may use an indicator 
associated with the packaging of a drug, e.g. an LED affixed 
to a bottle of pills. This indicator may change status (e.g. 
color, blink, etc.) if some change has been made to the pre 
scription after the pharmacist has filled it. This indication may 
be of value to any of the pharmacist, the patient, store per 
Sonnel, a caregiver. 
0070 The following points are ancillary to the primary 
novelty, but may be used to help establish context and provide 
other embodiment details, should this disclosure move for 
ward for IP protection. In its operation, the DP may collect 
data using a variety of techniques including text input from 
speech recognition, keyboards, mobile phones, etc. Such 
inputs may be made synchronously, i.e., in real time, or 
through asynchronous means, e.g., batch importation. Note 
further that this invention need not be restricted to typical 
inputs such as a user's voice, but it can also have application 
for people with impaired Voices or motor disorders, e.g. 
through brain wave analysis, muscle twitches, etc. For 
example, if a motor-disabled person is grasping for a word, 
and a brain wave analysis and facial tic analysis suggests a 
certain likely word, this information may be applied to the 
selection of a Suggested word. 
0071 Suitable Computing Platform. Regarding comput 
ers for executing the logical processes set forth herein, it will 
be readily recognized by those skilled in the art that a variety 
of computers are suitable and will become suitable as 
memory, processing, and communications capacities of com 
puters and portable devices increases. In Such embodiments, 
the operative invention includes the combination of the pro 
grammable computing platform and the programs together. 
In other embodiments, some or all of the logical processes 
may be committed to dedicated or specialized electronic cir 
cuitry, Such as Application Specific Integrated Circuits or 
programmable logic devices. 
0072 The present and related inventions may be realized 
for many different processors used in many different comput 
ing platforms. FIG. 4 illustrates a generalized computing 
platform (500). Such as common and well-known computing 
platforms such as “Personal Computers', web servers such as 
an IBM iSeriesTM server, and portable devices such as per 
Sonal digital assistants and Smartphones, running a popular 
operating systems (502) such as MicrosoftTM WindowsTM or 
IBMTM AIXTM, Palm OSTM, Microsoft Windows MobileTM, 
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UNIX, LINUX, Google AndroidTM, Apple iPhone iOSTM, 
and others, may be employed to execute one or more appli 
cation programs to accomplish the computerized methods 
described herein. Whereas these computing platforms and 
operating systems are well known an openly described in any 
number of textbooks, websites, and public "open specifica 
tions and recommendations, diagrams and further details of 
these computing systems in general (without the customized 
logical processes of the present invention) are readily avail 
able to those ordinarily skilled in the art. 
0073. Many such computing platforms, but not all, allow 
for the addition of or installation of application programs 
(501) which provide specific logical functionality and which 
allow the computing platform to be specialized in certain 
manners to perform certain jobs, thus rendering the comput 
ing platform into a specialized machine. In some "closed 
architectures, this functionality is provided by the manufac 
turer and may not be modifiable by the end-user. 
0074 The “hardware” portion of a computing platform 
typically includes one or more processors (504) accompanied 
by, sometimes, specialized co-processors or accelerators, 
Such as graphics accelerators, and by Suitable computer read 
able memory devices (RAM, ROM, disk drives, removable 
memory cards, etc.). Depending on the computing platform, 
one or more network interfaces (505) may be provided, as 
well as specialty interfaces for specific applications. If the 
computing platform is intended to interact with human users, 
it is provided with one or more user interface devices (507), 
Such as display(s), keyboards, pointing devices, speakers, etc. 
And, each computing platform requires one or more power 
Supplies (battery, AC mains, solar, etc.). 
0075 Conclusion. The terminology used herein is for the 
purpose of describing particular embodiments only and is not 
intended to be limiting of the invention. As used herein, the 
singular forms “a”, “an and “the are intended to include the 
plural forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates oth 
erwise. It will be further understood that the terms “com 
prises' and/or "comprising, when used in this specification, 
specify the presence of stated features, steps, operations, ele 
ments, and/or components, but do not preclude the presence 
or addition of one or more other features, steps, operations, 
elements, components, and/or groups thereof, unless specifi 
cally stated otherwise. 
0076. The corresponding structures, materials, acts, and 
equivalents of all means or step plus function elements in the 
claims below are intended to include any structure, material, 
or act for performing the function in combination with other 
claimed elements as specifically claimed. The description of 
the present invention has been presented for purposes of 
illustration and description, but is not intended to be exhaus 
tive or limited to the invention in the form disclosed. Many 
modifications and variations will be apparent to those of 
ordinary skill in the art without departing from the scope and 
spirit of the invention. The embodiment was chosen and 
described in order to best explain the principles of the inven 
tion and the practical application, and to enable others of 
ordinary skill in the art to understand the invention for various 
embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the 
particular use contemplated. 
0077. It should also be recognized by those skilled in the 
art that certain embodiments utilizing a microprocessor 
executing a logical process may also be realized through 
customized electronic circuitry performing the same logical 
process(es). 
0078. It will be readily recognized by those skilled in the 
art that the foregoing example embodiments do not define the 
extent or scope of the present invention, but instead are pro 
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vided as illustrations of how to make and use at least one 
embodiment of the invention. The following claims define the 
extent and scope of at least one invention disclosed herein. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for enhancing automated deep question and 

answering comprising: 
receiving by a computer from a deep question-answer com 

puting system at least one potential answer to a user 
Supplied clue or user-supplied question with a confi 
dence factor associated with each received potential 
answer: 

comparing by a computer each confidence factor to a 
threshold; 

responsive to a confidence factor not meeting the thresh 
old, automatically performing by a computer a crowd 
Sourcing operation on the user-supplied clue or user 
Supplied question to yield a crowd-sourced enhance 
ment to the clue or question; 

Supplying by a computer the crowd-sourced enhancement 
to the deep question-answer computing system; 

responsive to receiving by a computer an enhanced poten 
tial answer and associated enhanced confidence factor 
from the deep question-answer computing system, 
repeating the comparing; and 

responsive to an enhanced potential answer and associated 
enhanced confidence factor meeting the threshold, pro 
viding to a user the enhanced potential answer via a user 
interface portion of a computer system. 

2. The method as set forth in claim 1 wherein the providing 
to a user the enhanced potential answer further comprises 
providing to a user the enhanced confidence factor. 

3. The method as set forth in claim 1 wherein the automati 
cally performing a crowd sourcing operation comprises per 
forming a historical analysis of similar questions, clues or 
combination of questions and clues to determine potentially 
missing information from the received question or received 
clue, and performing an action to collect the missing infor 
mation, and wherein the Supplying a crowd-sourcedenhance 
ment to the deep question-answer computing system com 
prises including the collected missing information with the a 
crowd-sourced enhancement. 

4. The method as set forth in claim3 wherein the collection 
of missing information comprises prompting a user via a user 
interface for the missing information. 

5. The method as set forth in claim3 wherein the collection 
of missing information comprises retrieving the missing 
information from a data repository. 

6. The method as set forth in claim3 wherein the collection 
of missing information comprises querying one or more 
domain expert users via communications devices for the 
missing information, wherein the queried domain expert 
users are selected from a list of Subject domain experts. 

7. The method as set forth in claim 6 wherein the queried 
users comprise one or more users selected from the group 
consisting of medical doctors, medical experts, medical spe 
cialists, nurses, pharmacists, medical records specialists, 
family members of a patient, and caregivers of a patient. 

8. The method as set forth in claim 1 further comprising, 
Subsequent to the providing a user of an answer, continuing to 
provide additional crowd-source enhancements to the deep 
question-answer computing system, and responsive to a 
change in a confidence factor, to a potential answer, or to both 
a confidence factor and a potential answer, providing to the 
user via the user interface an updated possible answer reflect 
ing the continued crowd-source enhancements. 

9. The method as set forth in claim 8 wherein the updated 
possible answer comprises one or more answers selected 
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from the group consisting of a pharmaceutical drug prescrip 
tion, a therapy prescription, and a medical diagnosis. 

10. The method as set forth in claim 6 further comprising 
providing a rating for each queried domain expert user and 
modifying or weighting input from each domain expert user 
according to a rating. 

11. The method as set forth in claim 3 further comprising 
accessing an electronic patient profile containing one or more 
patient attributes selected from the group consisting of medi 
cal records, previous diagnoses, previous disease states, 
patient nationality, patients occupation, to determine poten 
tially missing information from the received question or 
received clue. 

12. A computer program product for enhancing automated 
deep question and answering comprising: 

a tangible, computer-readable memory storage device; 
first program code for receiving from a deep question 

answer computing system at least one potential answer 
to a user-supplied clue or user-supplied question with a 
confidence factor associated with each received poten 
tial answer; 

second program code for comparing each confidence fac 
tor to a threshold; 

third program code for, responsive to a confidence factor 
not meeting the threshold, automatically performing a 
crowd sourcing operation on the user-supplied clue or 
user-supplied question to yield a crowd-sourced 
enhancement to the clue or question; 

fourth program code for Supplying the crowd-sourced 
enhancement to the deep question-answer computing 
system; 

fifth program code for, responsive to receiving an enhanced 
potential answer and associated enhanced confidence 
factor from the deep question-answer computing sys 
tem, repeating the comparing; and 

sixth program code for, responsive to an enhanced poten 
tial answer and associated enhanced confidence factor 
meeting the threshold, providing to a user the enhanced 
potential answer via a user interface portion of a com 
puter system; 

wherein the first, second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth pro 
gram codes are stored by the tangible, computer-read 
able memory storage device. 

13. The computer program product as set forth in claim 12 
wherein the providing to a user the enhanced potential answer 
further comprises providing to a user the enhanced confi 
dence factor. 

14. The computer program product as set forth in claim 12 
wherein the automatically performing a crowd sourcing 
operation comprises performing a historical analysis of simi 
lar questions, clues or combination of questions and clues to 
determine potentially missing information from the received 
question or received clue, and performing an action to collect 
the missing information, and wherein the Supplying a crowd 
Sourcedenhancement to the deep question-answer computing 
system comprises including the collected missing informa 
tion with the a crowd-sourced enhancement. 

15. The computer program product as set forth in claim 14 
wherein the collection of missing information comprises 
prompting a user via a user interface for the missing informa 
tion. 

16. The computer program product as set forth in claim 14 
wherein the collection of missing information comprises 
retrieving the missing information from a data repository. 

17. The computer program product as set forth in claim 14 
wherein the collection of missing information comprises que 
rying one or more domain expert users via communications 
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devices for the missing information, wherein the queried 
domain expert users are selected from a list of subject domain 
experts. 

18. The computer program product as set forth in claim 17 
wherein the queried users comprise one or more users 
selected from the group consisting of medical doctors, medi 
cal experts, medical specialists, nurses, pharmacists, medical 
records specialists, family members of a patient, and caregiv 
ers of a patient. 

19. The computer program product as set forth in claim 12 
further comprising seventh program code for, Subsequent to 
the providing a user of an answer, continuing to provide 
additional crowd-source enhancements to the deep question 
answer computing system, and responsive to a change in a 
confidence factor, to a potential answer, or to both a confi 
dence factor and a potential answer, providing to the user via 
the user interface an updated possible answer reflecting the 
continued crowd-source enhancements, wherein the seventh 
program code is stored by the tangible, computer-readable 
memory storage device. 

20. The computer program product as set forth in claim 19 
wherein the updated possible answer comprises one or more 
answers selected from the group consisting of a pharmaceu 
tical drug prescription, a therapy prescription, and a medical 
diagnosis. 

21. The computer program product as set forth in claim 17 
further comprising providing a rating for each queried 
domain expert user and modifying or weighting input from 
each domain expert user according to a rating. 

22. The computer program product as set forth in claim 14 
wherein the supplying a crowd-sourced enhancement further 
comprises accessing an electronic patient profile containing 
one or more patient attributes selected from the group con 
sisting of medical records, previous diagnoses, previous dis 
ease states, patient nationality, patient’s occupation, to deter 
mine potentially missing information from the received 
question or received clue. 

23. A system for enhancing automated deep question and 
answering comprising: 

an input portion of a computer for receiving from a deep 
question-answer computing system at least one poten 
tial answer to a user-supplied clue or user-supplied ques 
tion with a confidence factor associated with each 
received potential answer; 

a comparator portion of a computer for comparing each 
confidence factor to a threshold; 

a crowdsource operation trigger portion of a computer for, 
responsive to a confidence factor not meeting the thresh 
old, automatically performing a crowd sourcing opera 
tion on the user-supplied clue or user-supplied question 
to yield a crowd-sourced enhancement to the clue or 
question; 

an output portion of a computer for Supplying the crowd 
Sourced enhancement to the deep question-answer com 
puting System; 

a controller portion of a computer for, responsive to receiv 
ing an enhanced potential answer and associated 
enhanced confidence factor from the deep question-an 
Swer computing system, causing the repeating the com 
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paring and, responsive to an enhanced potential answer 
and associated enhanced confidence factor meeting the 
threshold, providing to a user the enhanced potential 
answer via a user interface portion of a computer system. 

24. The system as set forth in claim 23 wherein the provid 
ing to a user the enhanced potential answer further comprises 
providing to a user the enhanced confidence factor. 

25. The system as set forth in claim 23 wherein the auto 
matically performing a crowd sourcing operation comprises 
performing a historical analysis of similar questions, clues or 
combination of questions and clues to determine potentially 
missing information from the received question or received 
clue, and performing an action to collect the missing infor 
mation, and wherein the Supplying a crowd-sourcedenhance 
ment to the deep question-answer computing system com 
prises including the collected missing information with the a 
crowd-sourced enhancement. 

26. The system as set forth in claim 25 wherein the collec 
tion of missing information comprises prompting a user via a 
user interface for the missing information. 

27. The system as set forth in claim 25 wherein the collec 
tion of missing information comprises retrieving the missing 
information from a data repository. 

28. The system as set forth in claim 25 wherein the collec 
tion of missing information comprises querying one or more 
domain expert users via communications devices for the 
missing information, wherein the queried domain expert 
users are selected from a list of Subject domain experts. 

29. The system as set forth in claim 28 wherein the queried 
users comprise one or more users selected from the group 
consisting of medical doctors, medical experts, medical spe 
cialists, nurses, pharmacists, medical records specialists, 
family members of a patient, and caregivers of a patient. 

30. The system as set forth in claim 23 wherein the con 
troller is further for continuing to provide additional crowd 
Source enhancements to the deep question-answer computing 
system, and responsive to a change in a confidence factor, to 
a potential answer, or to both a confidence factor and a poten 
tial answer, providing to the user via the user interface an 
updated possible answer reflecting the continued crowd 
Source enhancements. 

31. The system as set forth in claim 30 wherein the updated 
possible answer comprises one or more answers selected 
from the group consisting of a pharmaceutical drug prescrip 
tion, a therapy prescription, and a medical diagnosis. 

32. The system as set forth in claim 28 wherein the con 
troller is further for providing a rating for each queried 
domain expert user and modifying or weighting input from 
each domain expert user according to a rating. 

33. The system as set forth in claim 25 wherein the Sup 
plying a crowd-sourced enhancement further comprises 
accessing an electronic patient profile containing one or more 
patient attributes selected from the group consisting of medi 
cal records, previous diagnoses, previous disease states, 
patient nationality, patients occupation, to determine poten 
tially missing information from the received question or 
received clue. 


